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1. INTR~DuC~~N 
One of the central concepts in algebraic geometry is that of the affine 
scheme of a commutative ring, which in turn is based upon the notion of a 
prime ideal in a commutative ring. In a differential ring, the notion which 
corresponds to that of a prime ideal is that of a quasi-prime ideal [7,8]. 
Using this as our basic notion, we construct the quasi-affine scheme of a 
differential ring. The quasi-affine scheme represents one of a pair of adjoint 
functors which corresponds to the basic pair of adjoint functors in algebraic 
geometry involving the affme scheme of a ring and the ring of global sections 
of a local ringed space. As a result, there are many interesting applications 
of this concept, one of which we consider briefly in the final section to give 
an indication of the usefulness of the notions we develop. 
Throughout the paper, A will denote an ordinary differential ring. For any 
subset X of A, t(X) will denote the radical of X, i.e., the intersection of all 
prime ideals in A containing X, and X# will denote the differential of X, i.e., 
X# = {x ] x(“) E X for all n E N}, 
where x(“) denotes the nth derivative of x, x(O) =x, and N = (0, 1, 2,...}. Any 
unexplained terminology is standard, as in [ 3 1, [ 91, or [ lo]. 
2. QuAs(,~) AS A TOPOLOGICAL SPACE 
Let Quas(A) denote the set of quasi-prime ideals in A. We will denote by 
q,, the quasi-prime ideal corresponding to y E Qua&A), extending the 
convention of [3]. Observe that if A contains a non-nilpotent element, then 
Quas(A) # 0, since any maximal differential ideal is quasi-prime. Since any 
quasi-prime ideal is primary [8, p. 631 and hence has a prime radical, there 
is a function I: Quas(A) + Spec(A) given by z(u) =x, where 1, = r(q,). 
Recall that there is also a function p: Spec(A) + Quas(A) given by p(x) = y, 
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where q,= <ix>, PI, and that p . I is the identity function on Quas(A), so 
that I is injective and p surjective. 
As a topological space, Spec(A) has the spectral or Zariski topology, 
where the closed sets in Spec(A) are of the form V(E) = (x) E c j,}, where 
E CA. Moreover, Spec(A) has a basis of open sets of the form D(f) = 
{x If@ j,}, where SE A. We now topologize Quas(A) with the smallest 
topology making I: Quas(A) + Spec(A) continuous, i.e.; the closed sets in 
Quas(A) are those of the form V,(E) = {y 1 E cr(q,)). It follows 
immediately that the sets D,(f) = { y If 6C r(q,)} = { y if” @ qy for all it E N) 
form a basis of open sets for the topology on Quas(A). Moreover, since I is 
injective, Quas(A) is homeomorphic to the subspace of Spec(A) consisting of 
those prime ideals i, for which j, = r((i,),). We will call such a prime ideal a 
q-prime ideal, and we denote the subspace of q-prime ideals in A by 
Spec,(A). Hence Quas(A) is a &-space. 
For any subset X of Spec(A), let cl(X) denote the closure of X in 
Spec(A), so that cl(X) = V(3), where 3 = n {j, 1 x E X}. For a subset Y of 
Quas(A), the closure cl,(Y) in Quas(A) is given as follows. 
LEMMA 2.1. For any Y c Quas(A), cl,(Y) = Y$)9 where 
3 = n {r(qJ 1 y E Y}. In particular, for any y E Quas(A), cl,({ y}) = 
iz I q, = %I* 
Proof. We have 
cl,(~) =n {V,(E) I yc ~~(9 
= n (z-yv(~)) I yc c~v(E))~ 
= z-‘(cl(z(Y))) = zP(V(3)) = V,(3), 
where 3 = n {r(q,) I y E Y}. In particular, cl&{ y}) = V,(r(q,)) = 
lz I r&J c r(q,>} = {z I (7, = %I, since if t(q,) c t(q,), then qy = (r(q,)), c 
MO, = q, y while conversely if qy c q,, then r(q,) c r(q,). 
Recall now from [ 81 that any differential ring homomorphism f: A + B 
induces a function “f: Quas(B)-, Quas(A), given by “f(y) = z, where 
q, =f-‘(q,) for any y E Quas(B), and moreover the diagram 
Qua@) --% Quas(A) 
LB 
I I 
‘A 
Spec(B) 4 Spec(A) 
commutes, sincef-‘(r(qy)) = r(f-i(q,)) for any y E Quas(B). It follows that 
“f: Quas(B) -+ Quas(A) is continuous and hence Quas is a contravariant 
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functor from the category of differenti~ rings to the category of topologic~ 
spaces, As a result, we have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For any f E A, the basic open set D,(f) is 
homeomorphic EO Quas(Af), and if3 is a dz~erential ideal in A, the closed set 
V,(3) is homeomorphic to Quas(A/3). 
Proof: The canonical differential ring homomorphism A --) A, induces a 
continuous map Quas(Af) --f Quas(A), and by [8], the quasi-prime ideals in 
A, are in one-to-one correspondence with the quasi-prime ideals in A which 
do not intersect the set (f” ] n E N), so that Quas(A/) “= D,(j). Similarly, the 
canonical differential ring homomorphism A + A/3 induces a continuous 
map Quas(A/D) + Quas(A), and again by [8], the quasi-prime ideals in A/3 
are in one-to-one correspondence with the quasi-prime ideals in A which 
contain 3. But clearly if c1 c qY, then 3 c r(q,), and conversely, if 3 c: r(q,), 
then 3 = Cr, c (r(q,)), = qY, so that Quas(A/3) z V&J) as well. 
For any subset E of A, define the q-radical of E, denoted by r,,(E), to be 
the intersection of all the q-prime ideals in A containing E. Then clearly 
r,(E) is a radical ideal in A, E c r(E) c r,(E), and r&(E))= r,(E). A 
radical ideal 3 in A is called q-radical if 3 = r&$). It is often helpful to be 
able to express a q-radical ideal as a finite intersection of q-prime ideals. For 
this we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose A satisfies the ffscending chain condition on q- 
radical ideals. Then any q-radical ideal in A is the intersection of a finite 
number of q-pn’me ideals. 
ProoJ This lemma follows immediately from Theorem 87 of [5, p. 581. 
Recall that q-prime ideals in A are those prime ideals 1, which satisfy 
i, = r((i,),). If A satisfies the ascending chain condition on q-radical ideals, 
we can give a similar characterization of q-radicals ideals in A. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose A satiSfies the ascending condition on q-radical 
ideals. Then 3 is a q-radical ideal in A if and only if3 = r(&). 
Proof: Suppose first that 3 is a q-radical ideal in A. Then by Lemma 2.3, 
3 = n {ix I xE S), where S is a finite subset of Spec,(A). Hence 
3, = 0 ((l,), ] x E S} by Proposition l.l(iv) of [7, p. 2401, and so 
r(&) = 0 ~r(~i~)~) ] x E $1, Since r((i~)~) = 1, for every x E S, 3 = r&J. 
Conversely, suppose that 3 = r(&J. Then 
r,(3) = n li, 13 = i,, x E Spec,(A)} 
= n M&J,) I 3 = rW& x E %=cWJ 
= Ci Ii, I 3 c r((i,)+J7 x E %=(-4)l 
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[since r((j,),) c i, and r((i,),) is prime] 
=fl li,l3,ci,,xESpec(A)J 
[since 3, c j, if and only if 3 c r((i,),)] 
= r(3,) = 3. 
Thus 3 is a q-radical ideal as was to be shown. 
If Y is any subset of Quas(A), let J,(Y) = fl {r(q,) 1 y E Y}. Clearly J,(Y) 
is a radical ideal in A, and the mapping Y - J,(Y) is order-reversing with 
respect to the partial ordering by inclusion in Quas(A) and A. Moreover, 
J,#) = A and 
Jq L/ yi =nJq(Yi) 
( 1 I 
for any family { Yi}i,, of subsets of Quas(A). We also have the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let E be a subset of A and let Y be a subset of 
Quas(A). 
(i) V,(E) is closed in Quas(A) and J,(Y) is a q-radical ideal in A. 
(ii) J, V,(E) is the q-radical of E and V,J,(Y) is the closure of Y in 
Quas(A). 
(iii) The mappings J, and V4 are order-reversing bijections between 
the set of closed subsets of Quas(A) and the set of q-radical ideals in A. 
(iv) The restriction of V, to the set of q-prime ideals in A is an order- 
reversing bijection between Spec,(A) and the non-empty closed irreducible 
subsets of Quas(A). In particular, every non-empty closed irreducible subset 
of Quas(A) admits a unique generic point. 
Proof. Both assertions in (i) and the first assertion in (ii) follow from the 
definitions, while the second assertion in (ii) is immediate from Lemma 2.1. 
The assertion in (iii) follows immediately from (ii), so it remains to prove 
(iv). Now if 1, is a q-prime ideal in A, then V&J = V,J,({ (ix),}) is the 
closure in Quas(A) of a set with one element and hence is irreducible. On the 
other hand, if Y is closed and irreducible in Quas(A), then J,(Y) is a q- 
radical ideal in A, and Proposition 14 [2, Chap. II, Sect. 4, no. 3, p. 1291 
shows that J,(Y) is a prime ideal as well. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose A satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
q-radical ideals. Then the function p: Spec(A) -+ Quas(A), given by p(x) = y, 
where q, = (j,),, is continuous. 
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Proof. Since Quas(A) has the smallest topology making I : Quas(A) + 
Spec(A) continuous, it is equivalent to show that I . p: Spec(A) + Spec(A) is 
continuous. Hence let V(3) be closed in Spec(A), and consider 
e are done if we can show that 
z E cl(X), i.e., R c i,, where R = 
note that R = n {t((i,),> I3 = r((i,),)} = r,(3), 
have 3 c R = t(R,) c r((],)& so 
that z E X as desired. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose that A satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on q-radical ideals. Then each basic open set D,(f) in Quas(A) is quasi- 
compact. In particular, Quas(A) is quasi-compact, and p: Spec(A) + Quas(A) 
is open. 
Proof. First observe that if y E p(Ddf)), then qy = (j,),, wheref @ i,, so 
that r(q,) = r((],),) c j, also satisfies f & r(q,) and hence y E D,(J). 
Conversely, if y E D,(f), then q, = (r(q,)), and f 66 r(q,) = j,, so that 
Y = P(X) E P@‘(S)), and hence p(D(f)) = D,(j). The corollary now follows 
from the fact that the continuous image of a quasi-compact set is quasi- 
compact. 
Remarks 1. We could have chosen to topologize Quas(A) using the 
function p: Spec(A) + Quas(A), i.e., V c Quas(A) is closed (open) if and 
only if p-‘(V) is closed (open) in Spec(A). However, the two topologies on 
Quas(A) coincide, provided that A satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
q-radical ideals. For if we let X be a topological space, Y a set, I : Y--)X and 
p:X-+Ybesuchthatp.l=id,,andset Y,={r-‘(U)]UopeninX}and 
T, = {V] p-‘(V) open in X), then the following are equivalent: (i) p: X-t Y 
is continuous relative to T,, (ii) I : Y+ X is continuous relative to T2, (iii) 
T, = T2, and (iv) I . p : X-1 X is continuous. 
2. Suppose that A satisfies the ascending chain condition on q-radical 
ideals. For any subset S of A, set W(S) = { y ( S c q,,}, and for any f E A, 
set Hf> = {Y If fZ s,L so that W(S) and Edf) are subsets of Quas(A). Note 
that since f 66 (ix), if and only if fen) & i, for some n EN, we have 
P-‘W-N = UnwDdf(n)), so that E(f) is open in Quas(A). Note also that 
since S c (j,), if and only if S, c i, as in [7], we have p-‘(W(S)) = V(S,), 
so that W(S) is closed in Quas(A). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Suppose that A satisfies the ascending chain condition 
on q-radical ideals. Then an open set U in Quas(A) is quasi-compact if and 
only if its complement is of the form V,(g), where 3 is a finitely generated 
ideal in A. 
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Proof Let U c Quas(A) be open and quasi-compact, and cover U by 
basic open sets D,(J), fi E A, i E I. Then there exists a finite subset F cl 
with 
Hence 
V = Quas(A) - U = n V&) = V,(3), 
isF 
where 3 denotes the ideal generated by (f;:iioF. Conversely, if 3 = (f, ,..., f,) 
is a finitely generated ideal in A, then V,(3) = fil= 1 V&J, so that 
u= Qua@) - v&3> = 6 D,UJ 
i=l 
is a finite union of quasi-compact open sets and hence is itself quasi- 
compact. 
Recall from [4] that a topological space is called spectral if it is TO and 
quasi-compact, the quasi-compact open subsets are closed under finite inter- 
section and form an open basis, and every non-empty irreducible closed 
subset has a generic point. Also, a continuous map of spectral spaces is 
called spectral if inverse images of quasi-compact open sets are quasi- 
compact. It is well known, e.g., [4, p. 431, that for every commutative ring A, 
Spec(A) is a spectral space, and for every ring homomorphism f: A + B of 
commutative rings, "f: Spec(Z?) -+ Spec(A) is a spectral map. It is also true 
that every spectral space (resp., spectral map) is isomorphic to the image of 
a commutative ring (resp., ring homomorphism) via the functor Spec [4, 
Theorem 6, p. 5 11, so that spectral spaces and maps are exactly the image of 
Spec. Spectral spaces and maps also arise from certain differential rings and 
differential ring homomorphisms as in the following. 
THEOREM 2.9. Suppose that A satisfies the ascending chain condition on 
q-radical ideals. Then Quas(A) is a spectral space. Zf 3 is a differential ring 
satisfying the ascending chain condition on q-radical ideals and f : A --) B is a 
d@erential ring homomorphism, “f: Quas(B) + Quas(A) is a spectral map. 
Furthermore, I: Quas(A) + Spec(A) is a spectral map. 
ProofI Since Quas(A) is homeomorphic to a subspace of Spec(A), it is 
T and by Corollary 2.7, Quas(A) is quasi-compact. Also, by 
P;oposition 2.8, the quasi-compact open subsets of Quas(A) are those whose 
complements are closed sets of the form V,(J), where 3 is a finitely 
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generated ideal in A. Hence if Ur,..., U,, are open and quasi-compact in 
Quas(A), then 
fi U, = Qua@) - ,el ~,C&) = Qua44 - v,(3, --. 3,) 
i=l 
is again quasi-compact. Since the basic open sets D,df) are quasi-compact 
by Corollary 2.7, the quasi-compact open subsets of Quas(A) form a basis. 
Finally, every non-empty closed irreducible subset of Quas(A) has a unique 
generic point by Proposition 2.5(iv). Hence Quas(A) is a spectral space. 
Now let f: A + B be a differential ring homomorphism and let U be open 
and quasi-compact in Quas(A). Then we have 
I/ = Quas(A) - U = V,(g), 
where 3; = df, ,... JJ fi E A, by Proposition 2.8. Hence 
where f(3) = df(fi),..., f(&)), so that “f-‘(v) = Qua@) - V&f(3)) is 
quasi-compact by Proposition 2.8. Finally, it is immediate that I : Quas(A) + 
Spec(A) is spectral. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let A and B be dlflerential rings satisfying the 
ascending chain condition on q-radical ideals, and let f: A -+ B be a 
difJ”erentia1 ring homomorphism. Then there exist commutative rings A’ and 
B’ and a ring homomorphism f’ : A’ -+ B’ such that Quas(A) is 
homeomorphic to Spec(A’), Quas(B) is homeomorphic to Spec(B’), and “f is 
equivalent to “f’. 
3. THE QUASI-AFFINE SCHEME OF A 
Recall that in [6] we defined the affine scheme (Spec(A), A) of the 
differential ring A, where A’ denotes the local sheaf of differential rings on 
Spec(A) defined on basic open sets by x(0(J)) = A, and having stalks given 
by LX z Aix = S;‘A, where S, = A - j,. Moreover, from Corollary 5.5 [6, 
p. 1091 we see that the affine scheme of A is part of an adjunction 
(Spec’, I’, O’, p’) : DifT- DiffLocO” 
which extends the fundamental adjunction in algebraic geometry involving 
the affrne scheme of a commutative ring, namely, the adjunction 
(Spec, r, Op) : Comm - Locop. 
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We define a q-local differential ring to be a differential ring having a 
unique maximal ideal which is a q-prime ideal. We also define a u-local 
differential ring to be a differential ring having a unique maximal ideal. Note 
that if q,, is a quasi-prime ideal in A and j, = r(q,), then it follows from 
Lemma 1.7 of [7, p. 2431 that Aix is a q-local differential ring. We also define 
a QLDR-space to be a differential local ringed space (X, 8X) as in [6, p. 1071 
such that for any x E X, @‘,, is a q-local differential ring. The full 
subcategory of DifFLoc consisting of the QLDR-spaces will be denoted by 
QLDR. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. QLDR is a coreflective subcategory of Diff Lot. 
Proof: We show that the inclusion function I: QLDR + Diff Lot has a 
right adjoint Q : DifTLoc + QLDR. For any (X, 8X) E Diff Lot, define 
Q(X, 4) = (X,, @* ] X4), where X, = {x E X ] e,,, is a q-local differential 
ring} with the subspace topology and Fpx 1 X9 is the restriction of @x to X,. 
Note that (ex ] X,), E @*,, for any x E X,, so that (X,, 8X 1 X,) E QLDR. 
Now let I~: X,-+X denote the inclusion. To see that Q is a functor, let 
(w, 8) : (X, &) + (Y, P,) be a morphism of local differential ringed spaces, so 
that, in particular, for each x E X, 19: : fly,r(x) -+ ex,, is a differential ring 
homomorphism and a local ring homomorphism as well, and hence 
(C)-‘h) = mr(x)y where m, denotes the unique maximal ideal in Fp,,,. 
Then if x E X,, P,,, is a q-local differential ring and hence m, = r((m,),). It 
follows that 
m o(x) = V?Y’W,> = (E>-‘Mm,>,)) = r(W.T’(mx>>,> = W,d+Jy 
so that flhx) is also a q-local differential ring and hence v(x) E Y,. 
Therefore there is a unique continuous map wg: X4 + Y4 such that IV . I, = 
z,, . wq, and it follows that Q is a functor. Clearly QZ = idQLDR, and there 
is a natural transformation I: ZQ + idDinLoe with components l(x+p,,: 
(X,, @x I X,) --t (X, &a> induced by the inclusion map I, : X, + X. One checks 
easily that 
(Z, Q, id, I) : QLDR - Diff Lot 
is the desired adjunction. 
COROLLARY 3.2. There is an adjunction 
(Quas, I’, , O,, p,) : Diff 2 QLDRoP, 
where Quas(A) z (Quas(A), A) is the quasi-afine scheme of A, and a = z*z 
is the inverse image of the local sheaf 2 under the continuous map 
I: Quas(A) + Spec(A). 
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Proof: By the dual of Proposition 3.1, there is an adjunction 
(Q, I, I, id) : Diff Locop - QLDR’“, 
and by Corollary 5.5 of [6, p. 1091 there is an adjunction 
(Spec’, Y, O’, p’) : Diff 2 Diff Locop. 
The two adjunctions can be composed using Theorem 1 of [ 10, p. 1011 to 
give the adjunction 
(Quas, r,, O,, p,) = (Q Spec’, PI, Fi Spec’ . O’, id . Qp’Z). 
But clearly QSpec’(A) = Q(Spec(A), A) = (Spec(A),, A ] Spec(A),) = 
(Wc,(A ),I I Spec,(A)) s (Qua@), A 1, since 3, is a q-local differential ring 
if and only if j, is a q-prime ideal in A. 
Remark. We observe that while the unit 0’ : Diff-, Y Spec’ of the 
adjunction (Spec’, Z-‘, O’, p’) is a natural isomorphism by Corollary 5.5 of 
[6, p. 1091, it is not the case that 0,: DifF+ r, Quas is a natural 
isomorphism (cf. Example 3.4 below). However, for some differential rings A 
we do indeed have that A z r4 Quas(A). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let A be a q-local dlfirential ring. Then rg Quas(A) 
is isomorphic to A. More generally, if A is u-local dlzerential ring with 
maximal ideal m, then r, Quas(A) g A,, where p = t(m&. 
ProoJ: First observe that if m denotes the maximal ideal in A, then 
q,, = m, is such that the only open set in Quas(A) containing y is Quas(A) 
itself. Hence we see that rg Quas(A ) z r,(Quas(A), A) = A(Quas(A)) = 
l&,EUA(U) (by the above observation) = A,, = (z*J), ~2,~~) =I, z A,, 
where p = r(m,). 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let A = Q[t], where Q denotes the field of rational 
numbers and t is an indeterminate, and introduce the “calculus” derivation 
on A, i.e., t’ = 1 and a’ = 0 for every Q E Q. Hence as a differential ring, 
A z Q{t}/[t’ - 11. Observe that for anyfE A with degdf) = n > 0, we have 
degdf’) = n - 1. Since A is a principal ideal domain, it follows that for any 
ideal 3 in A, 3, = (0). Hence Quas(A) = {(0)}, so that r, Quas(A) = 
A({ (0)}) z x,,,, 2 Q(t), the quotient field of Q[t], so that A is not isomorphic 
to r, Quas(A). (There is, of course, always a differential ring homomorphism 
A -+ r, Quas(A).) 
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4. AN APPLICATION 
Now that we have defined the quasi-affine scheme (Quas(A),A) of a 
differential ring A, we may now consider more generally what we may call 
quasi-schemes. First, an afftne quasi-scheme is a QLDR-space which is 
isomorphic to the quasi-afftne scheme of a differential ring. A quasi-scheme 
is then a QLDR-space which has an open covering consisting of affme quasi- 
schemes. A morphism of quasi-schemes is just a morphism of QLDR-spaces. 
If X and S are quasi-schemes, X is a quasi-scheme over S if there is a 
morphism of quasi-schemes X+ S. We then have the following. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let f: A + B and g: A -+ C be d@erential ring 
homomorphisms, so that X = Quas(B) and Y = Quas(C) are quasi-schemes 
over S = Quas(A). Then the product X xs Y of the quasi-schemes Quas(B) 
and Quas(C) over Quas(A) exists and is an aflne quasi-scheme over S. 
ProoJ Consider the diagram of differential rings and differential ring 
homomorphisms 
By [ 1; p. 3091 this is a pushout diagram in Diff, and since Quas is the left 
adjoint in an adjunction by Corollary 3.2, the diagram 
Quas(B @A C) - Quas(C) 
I I 
Qua@) - Quas(A) 
is a pullback diagram, i.e., Quas(B @A C) z X xs Y is the product of X and 
Y over S in the category of quasi-schemes over S. 
Remark. That products of afftne schemes are themselves affme is one of 
the fundamental tools of algebraic geometry and permits one to consider 
such varied notions as group schemes and separation properties and 
completeness properties of schemes. With Proposition 4.1, we may also 
consider such notions in the case of quasi-schemes. However, some care 
must be exercised, due to the fact that it is not clear that every morphism 
(Quas(B), B) + (Quas(A), A) between afline quasi-schemes is induced by a 
differential ring homomorphism A -+ B, as is the case with morphisms 
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(Spec(B),B)+ (Spec(A),l) of affine schemes. In spite of this, much of the 
work with arbitrary schemes can be carried over to quasi-schemes, but this 
would take us beyond the scope of the present paper. 
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